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Abstract—With the increasing use of 3D displays and input devices we need to be sure that when 3D worlds are created that their users can easily learn how to operate within these 3D worlds. To do this we can provide the user with contextual interaction support within the environment. Within virtual worlds where you are free to move around and especially when you are immersed, trying to refer to a manual to ascertain your next course of action within the world would not be best received by the user. Instead of manuals separate from the computer system, the computer system should be able to interrogate itself to provide the user with information on what the system can do. For computer systems to be able to do this we need to move away from defining interaction using an event-based model to formally define the interaction dialogue. We have shown how by using Augmented Transition Networks (ATNs) you can allow the user to ask what they can do within the current context. The user can also query the system to see how they can perform a specific task. The help provided can also identify to the user the components within the environment that they need to interact with. Further work has begun to examine how the user could adapt the interaction within the system by visualising the ATNs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

3D user interfaces have been used for many years in several specific application domains such as virtual and augmented environments, computer aided design and visualisation. Social worlds such as Second Life and Active Worlds allow people to meet and socialise in computer generated 3D worlds. Gamers have begun to embrace 3D input as well, via Nintendo’s Wii remote that gained a dominant position in the home console market. The success of the Wii and its 3D input device has led to the development of Kinect by Microsoft for the XBox360 and by Move for the Sony PlayStation 3 that were introduced last year and have gone on to sell many millions. The Nintendo 3DS includes a 3D screen without the need to wear glasses that has launched to large sales across the world. In the past few years, cinema has begin to reutilise 3D, with stereo versions of movies being released to draw in the masses with higher ticket prices increasing revenues. Mobile phones are also making use of 3D user interfaces and the inclusion of projectors within mobile phones could further stimulate their use for 3D worlds and interaction. People are now ready to embrace computer generated 3D virtual worlds and interact with them and their associated 3D user interfaces and devices.

Within virtual worlds, a user can move through the environment altering their view of the world and the components they can interact with. The increased degrees of freedom, interaction devices, and interaction styles available in virtual worlds compared to desktop interfaces increases the necessity for providing assistance to the user. Two ways that we can assist the user in the environment are by providing context aware assistance within the virtual world and by allowing the user to adapt the interactive behaviour of the world to suit them. To accomplish this we propose the development of a formal specification of the 3D interaction dialogue, that will be able to provide the user with contextual interaction support within the 3D world.

II. RELATED WORK

Virtual reality offer users the possibility of interacting with a computer-simulated environment, real or imagined, in an intuitive and natural way. With the advances in hardware, we are now at a turning point in virtual environments as they become more commonplace, with large screen projection systems coming down in price and size, more accurate and wireless tracking systems and advanced input devices. The same is also true of desktop VE with the increasing screen sizes and 3D capabilities of personal computers, home consoles and mobile phones, leading to more people being able to access 3D content and virtual environments, whether this be for work, social interaction or pleasure. To enable the rapid uptake of these forms of virtual worlds we need to make sure that we provide users with easy to learn and use virtual worlds. We can do this by providing them with context aware environments.

A contextual aware environment should be able to respond to questions the user has about the current state of the human computer interaction. The user may ask questions such as what functionality is available to them in the current context. They may ask why they cannot perform some functions in the current state. They may also ask how they can move from their current state to being able to perform a given task. Such a system requires knowledge of the current context of the system and be able to determine how they can progress from the user’s current state to the state the user wishes...
to be in to perform their task. Within desktop interfaces Palanque [1] has shown how context sensitive help can be achieved with interfaces where the interaction dialogue has been formally specified for WIMP (windows, icons, menus, pointer) style interfaces. Within virtual worlds, a user can move through the environment altering their view of the world and the components they can interact with. The increased degrees of freedom, interaction devices, and interaction styles available in virtual worlds compared to desktop interfaces increases the necessity for contextual help being provided to the user. A formal specification of the dialogue component of the virtual world would allow for the development of a contextually aware interface. Some initial work we undertook made use of augmented transition networks and task modelling to provide assistance in the programming and development of virtual worlds[2].

As interaction within virtual environments is becoming more complex, adaptable interfaces have been proposed to address this issue. Studies with WIMP style interfaces have shown that user performance is optimised and that participants greatly prefer adaptable interfaces[3], [4] over static or adaptive (self-adapting interfaces where their appearances change according to some algorithm). Current virtual environments offer very little support for adaptation. Adaptable interaction will allow the user to alter the interactive behaviour of the environment to suit them. By providing the user of the virtual environment with the ability to configure the style of 3D interactions to suit their own criteria, users’ performance and satisfaction could be increased. Within an adaptable interface, the user will be able to choose between different styles of 3D interaction but they will also be able to manipulate and alter the interaction styles themselves to alter the method of operation of the interaction technique. To provide adaptability within the virtual world, we will visualise the formal specification of the interaction dialogue. Through this visualisation we will examine how we can support user adaptability and evaluate the benefits of providing adaptable interaction within virtual worlds.

Current systems tend to have been developed using an event-based model that makes altering the techniques difficult. Using an event-based model requires considerable ad hoc low level programming that makes it difficult to develop such systems and so makes it hard to share and reuse[5].

If we look back in history we can find that there was a very high cost associated with developing and maintaining WIMP interactive software. In 1992 it was found that the user interface composed 50% to 80% of the code of an application [6]. One explanation for this is that interactive systems are inherently more powerful than algorithmic systems, yet most interactive systems are implemented with algorithmic programming languages[7]. With the production of GUI toolkits for the generation of WIMP styles interfaces there has been a massive decrease in the cost of developing and maintaining such interfaces. Research into WIMP style user interface toolkits has been limited recently, but some recent work has highlighted the problems with event-based model that toolkits are based on [8]. Events are read in and dispatched by a top loop and sent to widgets via a callback mechanism. This form of programming breaks the interaction into a set of smaller pieces called by the main program loop, independently of each other [9]. Programmers resort to using global variables to share states between the separately invoked pieces of code. This results in code that is hard to debug and maintain.

What is required is a move away from coding these techniques at a low level to being able to define the interaction at a higher, more abstract level using a formal specification. This will promote further research into interaction techniques, as the formal specification will support the development of new techniques from the components already present within the system and by allowing the system to be extended. We have previously developed a task based system[2] that has been used in the development of VEs for building construction[10] and engineering maintenance [11] that overcame the limitations of event-based systems and allows for easier modification of the 3D interaction dialogue.

The development of a visual representation of the formal specification of the 3D interaction dialogue will hopefully ease the development of the 3D user interface. It will allow developers to easily and rapidly prototype the interface so that it can be evaluated and remove the large burden of code development.

III. FORMAL DESCRIPTION OF THE INTERACTION DIALOGUE

The interaction between the user and the system takes place via a set of input devices that form the medium of communication. As the user interacts with the input devices, this interaction is transformed into input that the system can process. Interaction devices take the form of keyboards, mice, track-balls, touch screens, 3D trackers, etc.. The users perform tasks by interacting with the input devices to achieve a specific goal. The performing of a task usually involves a sequence of interaction cycles or subtasks, with each cycle contributing towards the completion of the task and so satisfying the users goal.

It is these tasks and how they break down into interaction cycles or subtasks that need to be modelled within the system. ATNs were chosen to store the task information for the underlying interaction architecture of the virtual environment. ATNs are built on the foundations of the Finite State Machine (FSA). An ATN consists of a collection of labelled states, with recognised events and transition arcs. Seen as an FSA, a program is a network of states or contexts. When an event occurs, the application processes the event, takes a transition to another state and waits for the next event. FSAs can be used to describe simple systems but
as the complexity of the system increases this creates a combinatorial explosion in the number of states in the FSA. ATNs add the option of having a test/condition that must be satisfied before the transition can be taken. Also, during the transition, actions can be executed to achieve certain desired functionality. The events in the ATN correspond to the input device the user is using and the concept that was selected. This will result in the execution of some behaviour, an intermediate result and a new state.

Figure 1 shows a small part of an ATN for a filter flow Boolean query interface shown in Figure 2. This interface allows for the creation of filter flow queries [13]. The query in Figure 2 represents a query to find information on New York or California and driving but not RUVs. When the user selects to view the results, the query is passed to Google with the information being displayed in a web browser. The task shown in the ATN of Figure 1 involves the user editing one of the query text boxes as seen in Figure 2. The ATN begins in the program start state. To move to the edit text node state, the user would use the left mouse button to select a query text box. Once a box is selected they can press any key to edit the text in the box. This arc leads back to the same state: edit text node. To finish editing the query text they press return and are then moved back to the program start node of the ATN. This example will be used throughout the paper.

IV. CONTEXT AWARE SUPPORT

With ATNs chosen as the method for formally specifying the interaction dialogue, a library was written to manage the tasks, subtasks and events. The library can be used to form an ATN for describing the interaction that occurs between the user and the application. Once the interaction has been specified using an ATN, context aware support can be added to the interface.

ATNs only have one active state. This makes it cumbersome to handle events that can be triggered at any time such as an abort or help action. To manage this we have a help ATN separate from the main program’s ATN to manage actions such as requests for contextual help.

A. Textual Help

ATNs can handle a help event by analysing the current state of the ATN, and traverse the arcs of the ATN, moving from one state to another to produce appropriate responses to the user’s current situation. Our initial help system displays what actions are available at the current state. A virtual world can be expansive and surrounds the user. With a WIMP display the user is presented with a screen that attempts to reflect the internal state of the application. Within a virtual world, the user can have a large world to navigate, what they can do in the world can depend on their location within it, the direction they are facing and the objects that are within their grasp. There needs to be clearer assistance to help them complete their task. The initial help system seen in Figure 3 relays to the user the current tasks that they can perform. It shows that the user is in the edit text node that was shown in Figure 1.

Figure 2. A filter flow Boolean query.

Figure 3. Help shown when editing a node.
The text shown in the figure shows that there are only two actions that the user can perform. These are to press return to complete editing the text or to press any other keys to alter the text. This textual contextual information answers the user’s question about what functionality is available to them in the current context. The two interaction sequences shown use the keyboard and does not require the user to select an object in the 3D world. When the interaction does require interaction with an object in the environment, this can be highlighted. Figure 4 shows a task that requires interaction with a component and to aid the user a line is drawn from the help to the component in the environment that they would need to interact with. This helps to link the contextual support directly with the components in the environment.

B. How do I?

Aside from offering contextual assistance within the user’s current context, they may also wish to know what tasks they can perform and how do they get to a state so that they can perform these tasks. To do this we list the tasks that are available at the system. The user can then view the list of tasks. They can select a task from this list and obtain information on how they could reach the state within the program so that they can perform this task. To perform this function, a breadth first search is performed within the ATN to obtain how the user can move from their current state to the user’s selected state. Once the route through the ATN from the current state to the user’s selected state is calculated, we can traverse through the ATN and display the interactions required to perform the action on the screen. Figure 4 shows how the user can move from their current state of editing a text node to viewing the results of the query. The contextual information also highlights the components in the 3D world that the user needs to interact with to move to a state where they can perform their selected task.

V. Adaptable Interaction

The previous section looked at how we can provide contextual interaction support to the user within a 3D world. Another form of assistance that we could provide the user is to provide adaptable interaction. One way we could provide this is to visualise the ATN that is used to define the interaction dialogue. We could then allow the user to modify the ATN directly to provide adaptable interaction. Figure 5 shows part of the visualisation of the interaction dialogue of the filter flow query interface, being displayed within the virtual world.

Initial work has looked at allowing the users to modify specific keys that are used to perform tasks. Further work needs to be done to examine the switching in and out of larger tasks such as specific forms of navigation being altered within the ATN as well as being able to alter the specific keys that are used to perform functions. The development of this is on going.

We propose to extend the formal specification developed for contextual help and adaptability within virtual worlds to allow for the visual development of 3D interactions. We will need to deconstruct 3D interaction techniques into reusable concepts, in a similar manner to our previous work on visual interfaces to databases[14]. These reusable concepts will form part of the 3D interaction formal specification that will form the basis of reusability.

The current system is implemented in C++ with OpenSG being used for 3D visualisation, and Graphviz being used to define the layout of the ATN for visualisation using OpenSG.
VI. Conclusions

With the increasing use of 3D displays and input devices we need to be sure that when 3D worlds are created that their users can easily learn how to operate within these 3D worlds. To do this we can provide the user with a context aware environment. Many of today’s current systems operate an event-based model that can be difficult to develop and cannot provide contextual help with users being forced to refer to textual help that is normally completely separate from the program. Within virtual worlds where you are free to move around and especially when you are immersed, trying to refer to a manual to ascertain your next course of action within the world would not be best received by the user.

Instead of manuals separate from the computer system, the computer system should be able to interrogate itself to provide the user with information on what the system can do. For computer systems to be able to do this we need to move away from defining interaction using an event-based model to formally defining the interaction dialogue and reap the benefits such a system can provide.

ATNs have been chosen to store the task information for the underlying interaction. We have shown how by using ATNs you can allow the user to ask what they can do within the current context. The user can also query the system to see how they can perform a specific task. The user can view the available tasks and from this select one and be told how they can move from their current state to a state where they can perform this task. The help provided can also identify to the user the components within the environment that they need to interact with.

We have also begun work to allow the user to adapt the interaction within the system. This has been performed by visualising the ATN and allowing the user to alter the keys that are used within the interaction.

Further work is going to look at providing more assistance to the user by allowing them to select a component in the environment and see what tasks are associated with that object. This will involve analysing the ATN and seeing where the component can be operated on within the ATN and so drawing up a list of the available tasks that can be performed on that object. We are also going to examine animating the help within the system. Instead of just specifying what actions the user needs to undertake, we can animate and actually perform those actions to further assist the user in learning how to operate within the 3D world.

Beyond providing support for the user operating within the virtual environment, we also aim to make it easier for the developer to create their 3D worlds. By providing developers with a visual interface where they can create, and modify the ATN such as the one visualised in Figure 5, they will be able to create their interactive systems much more easily and also create systems that assist the user in learning the system.
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